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Summary
CGI is an essential informatics to support genomic medicine that is a medicine based on genome information. We believe that CGI domain must be a key technological field to establish the gene based medicine or pharmacogenomics. We analyzed the requirements to the social informational infrastructure in CGI domain and have developed the required technologies. In concrete terms, the coupling technology of the electronic health record (EHR) and the database is a technological basis. The public key infrastructure (PKI) is also important to secure the genome information that is ultimate personal information. Sharing tracks with the translational research informatics (TRI) is also required to make CGI practical and public. The CGI is inevitable and essential to establish the genomic medicine that is one of the goals of the post genomic researches. This paper reviews the definition, its requirements, its technological background, and the perspectives of CGI, and then discusses about the social informational infrastructure that is demanded in CGI domain.
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1. Introduction to CGI

We can define that CGI is an Informatics aiming to support human health (especially Genome Medicine) based on the Genome Information [1]. In current context, the CGI can be positioned as an integrated informatics of the genome informatics and the clinical informatics. Here, the genome informatics is a kind of bioinformatics that is based on genome information, and the clinical informatics is a kind of medical informatics aiming to support clinical practice. The CGI is expected to be a main fundamental academic field in the post genomic era that is an era to bridge genome information to the phenome information for the effective use of the information [2].

The objective of the CGI is to establish the informational support of the clinical medicine including the clinical practice and the developmental process of the practices. In plain words, the CGI try to offer the informational support to the genome medicine and its developmental processes. In brief, we can define that the genome medicine is a medicine based on the genome information [3]. The genome is the coinage of gene and ome, and ome is derived from the chromosome. Then the genome means the total of masses of genes. So the genome information is the conformity of gene information and their mutual relationship information. To relate the genome information with the genome medicine, we must relate the genome information with the phenome information at the beginning [4]. The phenome information is a substantial expression result on human body, and there are many hierarchical omics information such as molecular network to relate the genome information to the phenome information. We need more information about the abnormal state information such as the disease information, medical information, and the environmental information. Here the medical information is consisting of the diagnostic information and the treatment information, and the environmental information can be positioned as the cause of the disease.

After the declaration about the completion of the human genome sequence analysis project [5], the post genomic era began. Shortly the NIH road map indicated the direction of the biomedical research [6]. The FDA covered the NIH road map in white book on 2004 [7]. We have lots of things to establish the genome medicine. The remained things are the integration of the genome information, the reconciliation of the issue of the gene distribution and the genetic selection, DNA bank establishment, laws to support the genome medicine, and many. Nowadays we can say that we are in the era of integration. From the view of the biomedical technological view, a part of the genome medicine can be realized before the 2010 [8].

This genome medicine has three characters such as the personalized medicine, the initiative medicine, and the scientific medicine. The personalized medicine is the medicine per country per locality per personal. The initiative medicine is the predictive preventive medicine. The scientific medicine is the molecular evidence based medicine. The current targets of the genome medicine are the drug discovery, the personalized medicine, and the economical medicine. Anyway, the application at real world is the key issue of the genome medicine.

In the future medicine, the genome medicine will be able to play a big role at the personalized medicine and the disease prevention, while the genome medicine will play a small role at the unpainful medicine and the total...
personality medicine with the mind care. Here the role of informatics in the genome medicine will be the informational support to achieve the following three clinical objects:

1. Improvement of the "clinical safety"
2. Improvement of the "clinical efficiency" or the "clinical effects"
3. Improvement of the "economical efficiency"

These are the priority order, and the third one should not be the first one. So we can also define that the specific character of the CGI is the informatics that is directly associated with human life.

2. Domain analysis on CGI

As discussed in Translational Research Informatics (TRI) [9], three dimensions are important to evaluate the technologies that would be used in the clinical domain [10]. Considering that CGI domain is a part of clinical domain, the CGI domain should follow the discipline in the clinical domain. Based on this three dimensional analysis in CGI domain, the basic important technology is defined as the integration/systematization of information and knowledge [1]. In other words the collection or assemble of information and knowledge is the basic issue. Based on the integrated information, we can establish more sophisticated informational infrastructure for CGI. Considering that the difference between the current medicine and the genome medicine is caused just by the quantity of data. The precise and systematized integration of information, data, and knowledge are essential fundamental of the CGI infrastructure.

The systematized information/knowledge also can be basis of the cause and effect relational model. The specific technologies are the ontology as a technology for index or knowledge or terminology, the Markup Language as a technology of data exchanging format, and the Integrated database as a technology for data storing. Here the compatibility with the other Markup Languages must be considered because the database technology premises the data exchanging. The data and knowledge derived from these technologies must be sharable internationally from a view of the availability of the data. This implies that these technologies must link up with the international standardization activities such as International Organization for Standardization (ISO) [11], Health Level Seven (HL7) [12].

The methodology for the prediction is essential in CGI domain. Because CGI should stand on the point that genome medicine is based on the larger quantity of data derived from genome information. The target of the prediction is changed currently to the clinical path from the diagnosis. Here the clinical path is a path that a patient will track back clinically. The molecular target also can be the target. Actually the development of the prediction methodology is not easy, in addition, the basic data infrastructure has not constructed yet. So the practical way to establish the prediction in current context is to develop the cause and effect prediction model. It can be used to predict the results of human based clinical trial or economical effect. An examples is a cause and effect model of "biosystem - human clinical result correlation table" at neoplastic patient at prototype design or discovery phase. The object of this technology is to avoid the critical and unfruitful trial or the unproductive investment based on the prediction. This prediction technology does not need to stand on the deterministic model, if the prediction model has enough accuracy. Considering the context that the current deterministic technology does not have enough technological level that can predict the complicated phenomenon as clinical facts with enough exactness, adopting the cause and effect models that have enough accuracy is a reasonable choice to establish the prediction model.

The bench mark that can test the accuracy of the prediction is essential to establish the prediction. The benchmarks for causal effect models and the logical background of evaluations are required. The novel biomarker or the statistic marker and measurement technology having causal relation with the human clinical result or the final economical effect of the probes can be the basis to establish the prediction.

The quantification of knowledge is inevitable to calculate the knowledge and the prediction. To achieve the precision prediction, we need to quantify the prediction to compare the accuracy of the prediction. To quantify the prediction, we need the quantified knowledge basically to calculate the predictions. The biomedical knowledge that is described with the multi dimensional features [13] may have the potential of the quantification.

The establishment of the personalized statistics is desired to analyze the personalized medicine.

To earn the social consensus to use CGI technologies in clinical practice, the CGI must be coupled with the TRI. In this way, the TRI is essential to establish the CGI. The derived technologies from TRI can be a basis of CGI. Some examples are the clinical protocol management methodology, the optimized clinical planning, and the TR management methodology from informatics aspect.
2. Social Informational Infrastructure of CGI

Fig. 1 Social Informational Infrastructure of CGI

The fundamental information infrastructure for the genome medicine can be classified into two categories such as the social informational foundations and the informational Infrastructure for Translational Research (TR). The social informational infrastructure includes the standardization and the security. The standardization is essential for sharing, exchanging, and effective use of the data. The security is essential to protect the ultimate personal information. The informational fundamentals for TR are essential as a social pipeline to realize the genome medicine. This means same as the word "bench to bedside". The informatics for TR is defined as the TRI in previous paper [9].

In concrete terms, the main two technologies of the social informational fundamentals for genome medicine are the genome Electronic Health Record (EHR) and the clinical genome database (Fig. 1). I must add that these two technologies are complimentary and must work coupled together. By engaging these coupled two technologies, the social informational infrastructure can offer the personalized medicine at hospitals or schools, while it can offer the clinical information to the meta analysis. This infrastructure can collect the clinical genomic information, while the infrastructure reflects the research fruits in the clinical practice.

More specifically three supporting elemental techniques for these two technologies must be the ontology, the information model, and the data format. According to the security, the current elemental techniques for the data security must be the public key infrastructure (PKI), the digital signature, and the encryption.

The practical pattern to apply the genome scientific findings to the clinical practice must pass the social pipeline that is called as the Translational Research phase (TR). All novel applications derived from the genomic researches must pass the social pipeline including the TR phase and the clinical trials to earn the legal background and social consensus. Here the essences of what pass the pipeline are data, information, and knowledge. Then the informational fundamentals that can support the transition process and the data passing are significant.

In this way, the CGI must be based on the TRI which needs above informational infrastructure that should have an information cycle as for the utilization and the collection of information. This infrastructure is required as a social platform to open the door to the genome medicine.

3. Current Status

The current status of the CGI is in the stage of initial booting world-wide. Presumably it is in the construction phase of the data collection platform. The elemental techniques of the data collection platform are the information model, the ontology, and the data format. These are important to establish the integration of the genome EHR, the clinical genome database, and the ontologies. As for the ontology, the Gene Ontology (GO) is the biological ontology mainly for the genome [14], while the SNOMED-CT (Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine for Clinical Terms) is the clinical terminology for clinical use [15]. With holding many discussions, these go near to be an international standard. In US and UK, the national projects as the integration of these ontologies and the connection with the messaging models have started. In Japan, there is a project of clinical omics ontology framing to support the TR [16]. The basic platform for the CGI system is going ahead. As for the data exchanging format, the Genomic Sequence Variation Markup Language (GSVML) is in process of the international standardization at ISO [17]. The GSVML is the data exchanging format of genomic sequence variation data to use it mainly in human health. The object of GSVML is to enhance the data exchanging of genomic sequence variation data with focusing on SNP mainly for human based clinical use internationally. The GSVML receives an expectation to contribute the international collection of clinical genomic data. Recently the GSVM development team started the development of the interfaces to the HL7 ver3 and the statistical program packages such as SAS [18].

In Health Level Seven (HL7), the Clinical Genomics Special Interest Group is working on the CGI. They are in the development of the genetic information model through discussions. This information model will be a part of the HL7 RIM (Reference Information Model) [19]. The international standardization of the HL7 RIM is in process. The GSVML project is in collaboration with the HL7 CG SIG activity, and the data structure of the standardized genome EHR will reflect these efforts. Currently the interface between the HL7 ver3 genotype model [20] and the GSVML is in development.
5. Perspectives

Getting into the post genomic era, many germ of efforts for CGI have started globally. The genomic data had already overswollen internationally, and they are waiting for the effective use.

The knowledge informational infrastructure project had started as a toolbox for the researchers corresponding to the term of "new pathway to discovery" in the NIH roadmap [6]. The main focus is in the integration and the utilization of the knowledge for the effective use of the scattered data on this Internet society. This infrastructure is principal to promote the molecular targeting development. This infrastructure is also important to establish the CGI.

As noted in previous section, the GSVML project is going on. This project is international and tries to support the data exchange of the clinical genomics data internationally. The other project such as the CGI unit [21], the omics based medical informatics unit [22], or ClinicalBioInformatics unit [23] are going on in Japan. These projects try to train the experts for the CGI domain in practical way. Like other countries, many projects that try to reveal the meaning of the genome information are going on. As for the TRI, a NTRSC (National Translational Research Support Center) concept is in under contemplation [24] in Japan. Basically this project is prototyping the informational platform infrastructure to collect the nation-wide information.

Generally the IT system is recognized as the infrastructure to enhance the availability of data in other countries such as Australia. In those countries, they started with the integration of the distributed patient databases [25] to utilize the accumulated patient data that is a kind of legacy. These approaches are reasonable to enforce the foundation of the CGI. In collaboration with these efforts, we must put forward the development of the social informational infrastructure of CGI to move forward internationally.

7. Conclusion

The CGI is the key informational technological domain to open any future medicines. The point and the difference of the CGI domain are in a massive amount of genomic data. All requirements and technological backgrounds are derived from this fact. To achieve the strategic utilization of the overswollen genomic data in CGI domain, we must promote the continued effort to integrate the internationally distributed data as social informational infrastructure. Thus we also should develop the practical technologies based on the clinical demands. The CGI is an essential informatics to fruit the genomic researches practically. I believe that the CGI must be a social informational infrastructure with the TRI at the end of the post genomic era.
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